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Message from the Executive Director
At Jounce, we read, research, think, and
talk a lot about what makes great
teaching. How can we improve the
questions we ask? What about the way we
ask them? What decisions make it more
likely that all of our students will engage
with the trickiest concepts? I’d like to
believe we are the smartest folks around,
and that our innovative answers, insights,
and ideas will make the difference, but,
more often than not, we find that the
technical answers come back to common
sense.

For example, it turns out that when
teachers start with a prompt that pushes
student self-reliance, kids are going to be
more successful in the long term. Saying,
”What can you do to help yourself?” is a
better starting point than, “The first letter is
‘b,’ can you sound it out?” if we want to
build strong reading habits in our students.

Another pretty obvious one: the best time
to give students feedback on their work is
while students are still in the midst of the
work; it is much less effective to provide
that feedback at the end of a lesson as
one “goes over” the answers. It may not be
what we are used to, but it is common
sense: great teachers improve student
thinking during, not after.

Common sense has held true on some
larger realizations, too. For example, great
teaching matters more than anything else
in a school. Jounce learned this lesson right
away. Back in 2011, Jounce wasn't Jounce,
we were the Student Leadership Project, a
training program for student leaders. What
we found out - and the reason we're now
Jounce - is that our student leaders were
strong leaders in classrooms with strong
teachers, and not so great as leaders in
classrooms where the teacher struggled.
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The insight was an obvious one: Good
teaching matters!

There are a million more of these – lessons
we’ve learned that seem quite obvious in
retrospect. Say a student’s name before
you ask a question, and only one kid has to
do the thinking, but say the question first
and the name after, and all students feel
accountable for getting an answer ready;
make sure the principal tells teachers in
advance what techniques she is going to
employ when in front of students at an
assembly and it becomes a learning
moment for the teachers, too; create
connections across our partner schools so
they can learn from each other and not
just from their Jounce Partner. Not a brilliant
new thought among these!

So, if everything we do is pretty obvious,
what is Jounce’s value-add?

Take Ms. Gannon and her student, Jabree.
If, in a Guided Reading Lesson, Jabree gets
stuck on the word “sharks,” it’s very
tempting to say, “Use the picture!” or
“Sound it out!” In classrooms across
America, hints like those are being used
every day. However, Ms. Gannon has
literally practiced starting with a self-
reliance prompt thousands of times with
her coaches and colleagues. She’s
automatic, she’s consistent, and she’s also
flexible - she doesn't say "look at the
picture," she says “what can you do to
help yourself, Jabree?” while she’s
monitoring the reading of four other
students at her table and twenty-three
more around the room; she can then hear
his response while simultaneously praising
the effort of Julianna over in the classroom
library; and she can quickly recognize that
Jabree needs additional support with the
crosschecking strategy of using both
picture and text clues to figure out
meaning, and note this for a follow-up with
Jabree during lunch.

In short, great teaching takes more than
knowledge about great teaching. The
moves may be common sense, but
knowing what to do is not the same as
doing, or doing skillfully. Great teaching

takes relentless execution and attention to
detail.

At Jounce, every day, we ask ourselves a
set of questions about effective, common
sense practices:

• Can we discipline ourselves to do these
practices every time?

• Can we do them with intentionality and
with nuance?

• And can we be so automatic in our
execution that we can react flexibly to
the needs of the unique moment
without sacrificing the underlying
fundamentals?

The students we serve in our partner
schools face challenges each day that go
beyond what many of us can imagine.
Executing on a good idea occasionally or
partially or robotically just isn’t good
enough for them. The innovation inherent
in our work is not so much about the new
idea, but rather about the discipline and
the process of learning – which is the
process of making the new idea stick, and
being able to apply it in the most useful
ways and the most varied circumstances.

Schools should be organizations that are
obsessed with learning and with
application of knowledge. We are building
schools where this is a reality – where the
science of teaching is in the air and the
water – and helping our partner schools be
these kinds of organizations. It’s common
sense.

Thank you for your support as we continue
to put love of learning – by students, by
teachers, by leaders, and by our own team
– at the center of our work.

Paul Dean
Co-Founder & Executive Director
Jounce Partners
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Jounce School Launch Partners have two mutually reinforcing roles: 1) to work with the
Jounce team to coach school leaders and teachers at Jounce's partner schools, and 2) to
prepare to open a world-class school in an underserved community.

Our Team
SCHOOL LAUNCH PARTNERS

Jeremiah Lemke 
School Launch Partner

Danielle South 
School Launch Partner

Courtney Taylor
School Launch Partner

Isaiah Walker
School Launch Partner
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Jounce School Acceleration Partners work with the Jounce team to coach school leaders
and teachers at Jounce’s partner schools, in order to rapidly accelerate teacher skill growth
at these schools and, in turn, accelerate student learning.

SCHOOL ACCELERATION PARTNERS

Amy Blescia-Cascarina
School Acceleration Partner

Sarah Elder
School Acceleration Partner

Mike Hammond
School Acceleration Partner

Samantha Levine
School Acceleration Partner
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Hillary Meserve
School Acceleration Partner

Logan Blyler
Former School Launch Partner and 
Founding School Leader at 
Deep Roots Charter School

Mike McKenna
Former School Launch Partner and 

Founding School Leader at 
Memphis Delta Prep

These graduated School Launch Partners have launched their own schools.
FOUNDING LEADERS
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Paul and James support the Launch and Acceleration Partners in all of their work.
SUPPORT TEAM

James Beale
Chief Operating Officer

Paul Dean
Co-Founder and Executive Director
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JOUNCE PARTNERS LAUNCHED A NEW 
SCHOOL IN NORTH PHILADELPHIA THIS 
YEAR AND EXPANDED TO PARTNER 
WITH MORE THAN 40 EXISTING 
SCHOOLS ACROSS FOUR CITIES.



Our Impact
At Jounce, we continue to hold one
fundamental and research-backed, belief:
rapid and continuous teacher
improvement will lead to better outcomes
for children. We deliver on this belief by
coaching teachers, training leaders to
coach teachers, and building or
transforming schools that put teacher
growth at the center of their work.

Recognizing that meaningful change can
happen in an individual classroom or at the
school or system level, we focus our
support in four types of partnerships:
Launch School Support, Comprehensive
Support, Leader Coaching, and Direct
Teacher Coaching.

In the last year, across these four
partnership types, we reached nearly
15,000 students in high-need schools in
Philadelphia, New Orleans, Washington

D.C., Memphis, and Springfield, MA.

LAUNCH SCHOOL SUPPORT
As part of our Jounce School Launch
Partner Fellowship, Jounce intensively trains
a School Leader and then supports that
leader in launching a new school serving a
high-need community.

Memphis Delta Prep
The first school launched by a Jounce
School Launch Partner, Memphis Delta
Prep (MDP), is now in its third year of
operation. MDP serves approximately 400
students in South Memphis. Student
proficiency in ELA and math doubled from
Year 1 to Year 2 and is on pace to increase
by more than 50% again in Year 3. The
school received a rating of 3.0/4.0 in the
Academics section of the state report card
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expertise from our staff; they could not
believe that many of our teachers had little
to no experience. We attribute our
successful launch and start to the support
and implementation of the Jounce
coaching and development model.”

Reaching Students
In 2016, according to the U.S. Department
of Education, 3.5 million American students
were suspended in-school, 3.45 million
students were suspended out-of-school,
and 130,000 students were expelled. This
problem is exacerbated in the areas where
Jounce has launched schools: In Shelby
County, where MDP is located, 18.5% of
students were suspended in the 2014-2015
school years. In Kensington, where DRCS is
located, the percentage is slightly higher
(Fig. 1).

Some argue these suspensions are
necessary: after all, Memphis has the third
highest homicide rate in the U.S. and the
mayor of Philadelphia declared Kensington
a disaster area in a 2018 executive order.
We disagree. Both schools have
maintained a record of zero suspensions or
expulsions, keeping students in school and
learning since the day doors opened.

2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019

ELA/Math Proficiency 7.20% 14.90% Projected: 22.5%*
*Based on fall MAP results and MAP-to-TNReady linking study

Memphis Delta Prep Test Results

released in November for its Year 2
performance.

As Mike McKenna, the Founding School
Leader at MDP, explains, “building MDP
around the Jounce model ensures that my
team is constantly looking at our data and
working together to improve; everyone in
our building exemplifies a growth mindset,
from our leadership team and dean of
students to our teachers and ultimately our
kids. We have improved dramatically each
year, because we get and give feedback
and practice better teaching every day.”

Deep Roots Charter School
The second school launched by a Jounce
School Launch Partner, Deep Roots
Charter School (DRCS), opened in August
2018. Deep Roots serves approximately 300
students in the Kensington neighborhood
of Philadelphia. While growth data is not
yet available, in the first review of the
school by an external organization, DRCS
received a rating of 3.5/4.0 in the
academics category.

“Implementation of Jounce coaching
techniques and key teacher skills has
allowed Deep Roots Charter School to start
our founding year far ahead of
expectations for teacher and student
growth,” explains Logan Blyler, the
Founding School Leader at DRCS. “Our
founding staff has an average of 3 years of
teaching experience, but we also started
the year with 10 first-year teachers. After
multiple walkthroughs from outside
development organizations and
stakeholders, everyone has been
astounded by the growth and the level of

18.5% 18.6%0% 0%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

Memphis Philadelphia
Public School Average Jounce Partner School

Fig. 1 – PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS SUSPENDED
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COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT
Jounce partners with individual schools
and small networks to support
transformation of the academic and
instructional program, including adoption
of a high-intensity approach to teacher
development; implementation of new,
high-quality curricula; and creation of new
schedules, organizational charts, and
school-wide systems to best support the
teacher development and curriculum
implementation initiatives.

K-8 Parochial School, South Philadelphia
This Philadelphia K-8 parochial school
partnered with Jounce for leader
coaching in 2016-2017 and as a
comprehensive support partner in 2017-
2018. Since bringing in Jounce, their
teachers and students have shown growth,
and their students have stayed in their
classrooms (Fig. 2).

Teacher growth
Average teacher evaluation score
increased by 20%.

Student growth
Student learning growth outpaced the
previous year in 17 out of 18 grade and
subject areas.

Discipline
Students stayed in classrooms more often:
there was a 77% reduction in suspensions,
and a 44% reduction in expulsions.

Small Charter Network (Philadelphia)
In 2016-2017, this small charter network's
composite proficiency (Math and ELA
scores) were dropping. After entering a
comprehensive support partnership with
Jounce, that trend was not only reversed,
but the numbers actually rose to above
where they were before the drop (Fig. 3).

LEADER COACHING
Jounce trains school leaders – including
principals, school directors, assistant
principals, and instructional coaches – to
implement our high-intensity, detail-
oriented teacher development model.
School leaders receive this training on an

Fig. 2 – POINTS OF GROWTH AFTER
PARTNERING WITH JOUNCE
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ongoing (weekly or monthly) basis, growing
in their capacity to improve instruction in
each classroom in their buildings. In the last
year, Jounce worked with 63 such leaders.

K-8 District School, Philadelphia
Jounce began partnering with this K-8
district school in the fall of the 2015-2016
year. The principal implemented the
Jounce model, providing frequent real-
time coaching for all teachers along with
several practice sessions for teachers each
week. He also built a peer-coaching team,
training veteran teachers on his staff to
coach their colleagues using Jounce
methodology. In 2017 he also used the
Jounce approach to introduce and
implement a new, high quality math
curriculum in many classrooms. The result
was a steady increase in proficiency for
students year-over-year - increasing 40% in
Math and 27% in ELA after partnering with
Jounce for 3 years - as well as high levels of
teacher satisfaction (Fig. 4).

According to The New Teacher Project
(“TNTP”), schools “with strong instructional
cultures also have stronger student
outcomes and greater retention of
effective teachers.” Every year, TNTP
performs an Instructional Culture Insight
survey at Philadelphia District schools. The
survey asks teachers 50 questions over six
areas of instructional culture – Learning
Environment, Instructional Planning and
Student Growth, Observation and
Feedback, Professional Development, Peer
Culture, Leadership, and Academic
Expectations – to determine the quality of
the school’s instructional culture as a
whole. At this school, teachers reported
improvement in 96% of all tracked
instructional culture categories. Nearly two-
thirds of all responses placed in the top
quartile of all Philadelphia schools,
compared to just 12% of the responses on
the survey before the school partnered
with Jounce. Furthermore, 100% of
teachers stayed with the school after the
most recent year partnering with Jounce.

Charter Network, Washington D.C.
Jounce partnered with three schools in a
large charter network in Washington D.C.

These schools were 1st, 3rd, and 6th in
proficiency for at risk students among all
charter schools in the District, and 2nd, 4th,
and 16th in proficiency amount all charter
and district schools in the District.

One of these schools has the highest three-
year proficiency improvement among all
charter schools in the District and the
second highest among all schools of any
type (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6).
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Fig. 5 – PERCENT PROFICIENCY ELA

Fig. 6 – PERCENT PROFICIENCY MATH
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K-8 Charter School, Philadelphia 
Jounce has partnered with this
Philadelphia area charter school since
2015. This year, their 3rd grade ELA
proficiency surpassed the state average
for the first time ever, which means their
students are not just closing the gap, but
out-performing students in more affluent
areas across the state.
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 Internal Coaches Jounce Coaches

Time spent coaching 60% 100%
Touchpoints per month 1050* 1750**

about $560,000 when an average teacher
is replaced with a great one.

Jounce Partners work directly with teachers
to improve their effectiveness. According
to an eight-year study of coaching,
instructional coaches spend only a quarter
of their time working directly with teachers
on instruction; the rest is spent on activities
like locating curriculum materials, tutoring
students, substitute teaching, collating test
data, making copies, and organizing
students’ log-in information for software
programs. It may sound simple, but Jounce
coaches just coach.

DIRECT TEACHER COACHING
Teaching quality is the number one driver
of student outcomes. A skilled – or unskilled
– teacher has a greater impact on student
outcomes than class size, school culture, or
parental involvement in school. This effect
is 1) substantial: students who had three
consecutive years of highly effective
teachers outperformed comparable
students on a mathematics assessment by
over 50 percentile points; and 2) long-
lasting: students who had an outstanding
teacher for one year remained ahead of
their peers for the next two; and 3)
impactful on everyone: the projected
earnings of a class of 28 increases by

*projected **actual

100% of teachers surveyed 
believe Jounce coaching made 
them more effective teachers. 
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Hear from our partners

“Students are accomplishing more work, teachers are feeling more 
successful with their lessons, and scores are starting to go up 
through our partnership with Jounce.”

- Principal, Comprehensive Support Partnership, West Philadelphia

“Each year we partnered with Jounce we experienced successive 
improvement on our PSSA tests, with double digit increases in 
proficiency over the last two years.”

- Principal, district K-8 school, South Philadelphia

“Anecdotally, our teachers also appreciated the real-time 
approach to receiving feedback and I saw their practice improve 
faster than with any coaching method I had used before. Jounce 
was responsive to our school specific needs and willing to tailor 
their support for our context. They were an incredible partner that 
improved not just my teachers’ practice, but mine as well.”

- Principal, district K-8 school, South Philadelphia

“With our Jounce partnership supporting me as an instructional 
coach, our 3rd graders - 85% of whom are low-income – surpassed 
the state average on the ELA PSSA test. This is our first cohort whom 
we have had since Kindergarten. All of their teachers have 
received countless hours of instructional coaching with the Jounce 
approach. It shows!”

- Principal, charter elementary school, North Philadelphia
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“I've completed other leadership/coaching trainings and my work 
with Jounce has made the most immediate impact on classrooms 
in our building. I'm able to make the most of the time I have 
coaching my teachers. When I debrief with our teachers, we 
incorporate a lot of high-repetition practice that I see teachers 
immediately implement in their classrooms. During internalization 
meetings, I see all the work I've put into planning and practicing 
these meetings with my Jounce coach pay off. Our teachers are 
able to use the process we practice to better internalize their 
lessons and I've seen a huge improvement in the quality of lessons 
our teachers teach each day.”

- Instructional Coach, middle school, New Orleans

“My teachers have experienced tremendous growth in a short 
time by using the Jounce method. My Jounce coach is open, 
communicative, and dedicated to student success. She always 
keeps me in the loop and is eager to work together with me 
whenever possible. As a new leader, my Jounce coach has been 
a huge help in ensuring my teachers (new and experienced) are 
getting adequate support in implementing our new math 
curriculum in a way that allows students to succeed.”

- New Principal, Catholic elementary/middle school, South Philadelphia

“I have no idea what I would have done without the support from 
my Jounce coach. Through Jounce, I have grown tremendously as 
a teacher. The practice and coaching has made me confident, 
strong, and positive in the classroom, which directly impacts my 
students. I have seen my students improve academically because 
they are more focused and engaged. My Jounce coach would 
step right in whenever I needed her in the classroom, showing me 
what to do, and exactly how to do it.”

- First year teacher, Catholic elementary school, North Philadelphia

“Sam has truly been a blessing this year. She has helped me grow 
as a teacher and feel more confident in the classroom. The skills 
and strategies we work on each week will stay with me for the rest 
of my teaching career."

- Teacher, Catholic middle school, North Philadelphia
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Financials
2017-2018 was another year of growth for
Jounce Partners. While expenses increased
from $538,584 to $1,052,312, revenue
increased from $560,316 to $1,208,364.

EXPENSES
As has been true since our beginning, the
overwhelming majority of Jounce
expenditures - nearly 90% - goes directly to
our team of former teachers, coaches, and
principals. By directly investing in talented
leaders and thought-partners, Jounce
ensures when our partners and partner

schools invest in Jounce, their dollars are
being used to serve students.

REVENUE
Despite this growth, Jounce is continuing a
path towards sustainability. In 2017-2018, for
the second year in a row, over three-
quarters of our income was earned, and
we project to maintain this percentage
moving forward. Other revenue sources
come from Foundation partners who
believe in our work, and from you.

2014-2015 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18
Expenses $141,380 $333,003 $538,584 $1,052,312
Revenue $150,683 $380,292 $560,316 $1,208,364
Earned Income (%) 66% 59% 76% 78%
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Looking Forward
In the next year, Jounce will continue to
provide high quality teacher and school
leader coaching across 35+ partner
schools. At the same time, we will deepen
our focus on driving transformational
outcomes at a smaller number of
comprehensive support partnerships and
at our own new launch schools. Our
greatest strength is in the talent and
continuous improvement of our own team;
we will continue to add smart, driven team

members to support our partners and to
launch excellent new schools, and we will
double down, for the second year, on the
amount and intentionality of internal team
training.

Additionally, our Board is currently leading
us into a strategic planning process that will
help us to maximize use of resources in
service of our vision as we grow.

There are hundreds of thousands of children across the 
U.S. who need better schools. We feel this urgency in every 
action we take as an organization, and we look forward to 
expanding our impact through both the establishment of 

new schools and the improvement of existing ones. 
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Thank You
Thank you to our supporters and our partners for their commitment to this challenging and 
important work: 

FUNDERS:
The Barra Foundation
The Patricia Kind Family Foundation
The Wood Foundation of Chambersburg,
PA
The Allen Hilles Fund
The M. Night Shyamalan Foundation
The Philadelphia School Partnership
Alliance Data Corporate Giving Fund
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Vermont Community Foundation
Corroon Foundation

PARTNERS:
Wissahickon Charter School, Awbury
Campus
Wissahickon Charter School, Fernhill
Campus
Belmont Academy Charter School
Belmont Charter School
Inquiry Charter School
Belmont Charter High School
Vare-Washington Elementary School
James G. Blaine Academics Plus
John Bartram High School
KIPP DC Heights Academy
KIPP DC Lead Academy
KIPP DC Quest Academy
KIPP DuBois Collegiate Academy
KIPP Philadelphia Preparatory Academy
KIPP West Philadelphia Preparatory
Charter School
Phoenix Charter Academy
Holy Cross School
Our Mother of Sorrows / St. Ignatius of
Loyola School
St. Barnabas Catholic School
St. Frances Cabrini Regional Catholic
School
St. Helena Incarnation School
St. Malachy School
St. Martin de Porres School
St. Raymond of Penafort
St. Rose of Lima School

St. Thomas Aquinas School
ReNEW Cultural Arts Academy
ReNEW Dolores T. Aaron Academy
ReNEW McDonough City Park Academy
ReNEW Schaumburg Elementary
ReNEW SciTech Academy
KIPP DC – Capital Teaching Residency
Relay GSE Memphis
Relay GSE Philadelphia
Independence Charter School West
TECH Freire Charter School
Pan American Academy Charter School
Global Leadership Academy Southwest
Kenilworth Science and Technology
Charter School - Baton Rouge

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Martin Horner, President
Dan DeBoer, Treasurer
Jeffry Mohr, Secretary
Jessica Peña
Shawna Wells
Richard Binswanger
Bobby Erzen
Paul Dean

ADVISORY BOARD:
Helen Cunningham
Miles Wilson
Hadley Ferguson
Kevin Shafer
Jake Branzburg
Omar Woodard
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